Managed IT
Services & Solutions

Our History
sets us apart
“What
is our deep-rooted

Stuart Miller grew up in McMinnville,
Oregon. After obtaining a Mechanical
Engineering degree from O.I.T. in
1991, he took a position doing CNC
programming, process planning, tool/
fixture design and other engineering
related functions. After a few years,
Stuart was offered a position at
Warn Industries, as a Mechanical
Design Engineer. Stuart’s passion for
electronics and computers also put
him in the position of supporting
many of the engineer’s computers
and equipment.
In 1996, Stuart was offered a parttime consulting position for a large
wholesale plant nursery in the
evenings. Stuart spent more than
a year working at Warn and the
nursery simultaneously to improve
their computer and IT infrastructure
before deciding to leave his position
at Warn to pursue his computer
consulting business full time.
There were several computer shops
in the area, but Stuart recognized the

Korin Miller
Chief Financial Officer

need for true professional IT services
for local businesses and organizations.
Stuart was passionate about applying
his engineering methodologies and
disciplines to the IT industry.
Stuart has experience working with
Novell Netware, Linux, Apple and
every version of Windows Desktop
and Server Operating system. He
completed his MCSE training on the
Windows NT platform and has earned
many certifications for platforms
as well as cabling and fiber optic
network design and installation.
In 2009, Stuart’s wife, Korin, joined
Miller Technologies; bringing her
15 years of Account Management,
HR and Financial expertise to the
business. Korin is passionate about
developing the Miller Technologies
team to excel in customer service,
problem-solving and positive work
strategies.
Korin oversees all administrative
processes,
facilities,
expense

“

Stu Miller
Chief Executive Officer

expertise in all facets
of technology.
What makes us
successful is our
commitment to our
clients.
management, budgeting, service
agreements and risk management.
Korin strives to create a company
culture that focuses on worklife balance and making Miller
Technologies a fun place to work.
Korin is very involved in our local
organizations and charities. Miller
Tech donates to such charities as
the McMinnville Cancer Foundation,
the Community Breakfast, Turkey
Rama, Kiwanis Bids for Kids, St. Jude’s
Children’s Hospital, Oregon Chief
of Police and the Polycystic Kidney
Foundation. Miller Tech is also a
sponsor for the McMinnville Swim
Club.
The couple resides in McMinnville,
Oregon. They enjoy spending time
with their children, doing outdoor
activities and growing their business.
No other IT company will work harder
for your organization than Stuart,
Korin and their team!

Stuart and Korin Miller on the front line,
serving as champions for their team and their
customers. With over 40 combined years of
experience in the industry, our Leadership
Team passionately upholds our core
values and supports company
objectives to build outstanding

“

relationships with each Miller
Technologies customer.

About Us

Our

Philosophy

We strive to provide
excellent customer service and
technical expertise to all our clients.
We operate as one company with
technical staff located in McMinnville,
so we can be highly responsive
while providing successful
solutions to all our
client’s information
technology needs.

Miller Technologies, LLC is a Managed Service
Provider (MSP), providing individualized
Information Technology (IT) consulting, design,
implementation & maintenance services since
1996.

Miller Tech serves companies of all sizes in Oregon, Washington, and California.
Miller Tech offers dependable, reliable, and customized support services.
Many small, medium and large companies partner with Miller Tech who is able to
provide customized IT solutions. Whether a company needs IT services, telecom
services, Wi-Fi, or video surveillance, Miller Tech has been there to solve every
challenge.

Our Mission Statement
To provide exceptional engineering and technology services that help businesses and organizations
utilize technology in the most efficient means possible, while maintaining the level of efficient,
friendly and trustworthy services. This is the foundation of our methodology.

Responsive. Experience. Integrity.
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You’ll find Miller Technologies leaders

ABOUT US

Serving Yamhill County and the Pacific Northwest Since 1996

Experienced.

For two decades, Miller Technologies,
LLC has been an active force within our
community. We’ve partnered with a
variety of businesses and introduced our
technical and business experience into
their daily operations.

Inspired.

Sure, we love technology. But at the end
of the day, what we do goes above and
beyond a love for IT. We’re inspired by
our clients, and we want nothing more
than to see them excel at what they do.

Our
Principles

Focused.

We’re focused on one thing- a longlasting partnership between technology
and business. We’re always on the
lookout for new ways to evolve our
clients’ businesses through strategic
technology.

Responsiveness — Our system engineers Goal Oriented —

We make realistic
are available 24×7, which allows business commitments and then seek to exceed
executives the option to outsource some or them. We work to ensure projects are
completed on time and on budget.
all of their IT responsibilities.

Quality — We take pride in our work Responsible — We seek ways to resolve

problems ourselves. We make it our
and strive to achieve the highest level of
personal responsibility to see projects
craftsmanship in our trade.
through to completion.

Integrity — Customer relationships are Flexibility — We are flexible; we are
the most important part of our business,
and we continually seek ways to foster and
strengthen those relationships. We have
always maintained a high ethical
standard for our business, clients,
and industry.
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willing and eager to learn and utilize new
technologies and techniques.

Honesty — We are 100% honest and
accurate in our recording and reporting of
billable hours.

1
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Getting to Know
Each Other
It all begins with a conversation.
We’ll set up a FREE consultation
in person, to get to know your
business, what you need, and
how we can help.

Figuring Out
What Needs to Happen
Next, we’ll perform
assessments to determine what
you have and what is necessary
to improve your system. We’ll
make sure to catch everything
so that you receive the most
thorough and reliable support.
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Planning Your
IT Future
With all the information
we’ve gathered, we then
develop a strategy on what
should be implemented.
Whether it’s network
design, managed services,
cloud services, or unified
communications, we’ll
address it all.

Lights, Camera
Action!
It’s time to put your plan
into action and watch it
work!

Watching &
Nurturing
Your Success –
Nonstop
We’ll always be there
providing ongoing support
24/7/365 to make sure
you remain compliant
and that everything
is running as it
should.

Responsive. Experience. Integrity.
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WORKING
WITH US

Working
With Us

MILLER TECHNOLOGIES

Serving Yamhill County and the Pacific Northwest Since 1996

INDUSTRY &
PARTNERS
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Industries
We Serve

We provide managed IT services to many different industries and types of organizations. Our team’s extensive
experience, along with our proprietary tools and reporting capabilities, enables us to incorporate the best
technology practices into your organization, no matter the industry. Since 1996 we have been providing
IT support and guidance to the following industries and have an in-depth understanding of the needs and
requirements.









Agriculture & Nurseries
Breweries
City & Government Agencies
Construction
Education
Energy & Utilities
Finance









Our
Partners
MILLER TECHNOLOGIES

Green Technology



Professional Services

Healthcare & Fitness



Real Estate

Hospitality



Retail



Restaurants

Not-for-Profit Organizations



Salon & Spa

Private Client Services



Wineries

Legal Firms
Manufacturing

We’ve aligned ourselves with the industry’s leading
technology manufacturers, developers, and distributors. Our
clients’ challenges frequently require solutions from more
than one manufacturer, so we partner with strategic vendors
whose technologies will help make them more successful.
Our partnerships with industry-leading companies enable us
to deliver best-in-class solutions to our clients.

Our Services

MILLER TECHNOLOGIES
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Miller Technologies, LLC believes strongly in face-to-face relationships with our clients.
We feel that is the best way to develop a cohesive IT strategy that will meet all of the
goals of your organization.
We believe you will come to appreciate not only our expertise and professionalism
but also our collaborative and supportive engagement style. Our experts become a
part of your organization to deliver proactive, scalable solutions that are appropriate
for your organization.

Managed IT Support

For a fixed monthly fee we provide remote and on-site help desk support,
proactive network management, and ongoing IT planning. With Miller
Technologies Managed IT Services, you get enhanced support, improved
reliability, and more productivity from your employees.

Network Monitoring

Do you ever wonder if your company has vulnerabilities on your network? Miller
Technologies offers companies like yours a network monitoring solutions so you
don’t have to worry about potentially hazardous issues. Eliminate downtime and
boost productivity by signing up for your network monitoring service today!

Video Surveillance

If you have a video surveillance system project in the works, it is important
to consider using an IT pro to either install it or work along side your third
party provider to avoid any potential chronic network issues or expensive
downtime. We provide complete video surveillance solutions.

Wi-Fi

Miller Technologies can help deliver a great Wi-Fi experience at an
affordable price point. Designed for any size of business in mind, let us
develop and deploy a managed Wi-Fi solution with high performance and
resiliency that meets your growing business needs.

Business Phone Systems

Miller Technologies uses ESI’s on-premises solutions giving you the flexibility of
both digital and IP functionality. All of your vital business communication features
are built-in – not just added- on, making for a more intuitive and integrated
approach to communications. Now with LIFETIME
Warranty atExperience.
no extra cost.
Responsive.
Integrity.

OUR
SERVICES

By letting Miller Technologies, LLC address your IT challenges, your organization can
focus on the work that helps your organization succeed.

Serving Yamhill County and the Pacific Northwest Since 1996

Managed IT Services

Our Managed IT Services takes a proactive and consultative approach to managing
the critical IT systems you need to run your business. Miller Tech puts your IT needs
in the hands of our team of IT professionals. Our experienced team leverages
a uniquely developed method for managing IT systems that require maximum
performance and minimal downtime.

MANAGED IT
SERVICES

With over 20 years as a Managed Service Provider (MSP), Miller Technologies,
LLC has learned that there is no one size fits all approach when it comes to IT
management and digital transformation. Your business and your technology
requirements are unique, and so is our Managed IT Services model. Our IT
Engineers work closely with you to develop a tailored Managed Services solution.

ALL INCLUSIVE SUPPORT

UNDER ONE ROOF

YOUR
OFFICE

YOUR
SERVERS

DESKTOPS, LAPTOPS,
TABLETS & MOBILE
DEVICES

YOUR
DATABASE

YOUR
USERS

ONGOING
IT PLANNING

MAINTENANCE
& UPDATING

REALTIME
MONITORING

MANAGED BACKUPS &
DISASTER RECOVERY

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

CUSTOMIZED
SERVICE LEVEL
AGREEMENTS

The Miller Technologies Difference… We build a path towards
better technology – One that saves you money, promotes individual
workflow, and strengthens your competitive advantage.
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MILLER TECHNOLOGIES

OUR partnership with Miller Technologies provides us

the means to effectively manage complex technologies
without significantly adding to our overhead. They have
been and continue to be a key resource in obtaining
our operational efficiencies, and we are able to
concentrate on our core business functions and
activities. Miller Technologies continually strives
to provide us with the most cost effective
technology solutions and we can always rely
on their expert knowledge and experience to
meet our technological needs.

”

~ Jeff Peterson – Schooner Landing Resort

• 24x7 Monitoring & Management
of Critical IT Systems
• Application Management
• Incident Management

MANAGED IT
SERVICES

Our Managed
IT Capabilities
• Service Level Reporting
• End-User IT Support
• Network & Device Monitoring

• Managed Cloud Services

• Infrastructure Management

• Managed Backups and
Disaster Recovery

• IT Best Practices and
Recommendations

• Security Management
• IT Advisory & Consulting

• Service Level Agreements
(SLA) customized to fit your
requirements

• Compliance Management

• Flat Monthly Service Fee

• Patch Management

Responsive. Experience. Integrity.
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Infrastructure
Management
In order to thrive and secure a competitive edge,
businesses have to keep up with evolving IT
systems. But since the world of technology
operates in a language that most people are
not familiar with, it can be a daunting task.
Luckily, Miller Technologies is here to help.

INFRASTRUCTURE
& SECURITY

Our IT Engineers start out by developing a strategy according to your
business’ specific needs and goals. Whether you’re just starting out or looking for an update, our IT Engineers
will deliver the most efficient IT infrastructure possible for your organization. Our team, equipped with years of
technical experience, provides remote and on-site IT management to ensure everything is operating smoothly.
When you partner with Miller Technologies, you can rest assured that you’ll receive top-notch customer service,
the very best in IT Infrastructure Management, and a team that is fully dedicated to giving your business a smooth
and secure network.

Data
Protection

IT Security

The security of your network is an essential part of technology
practices today. Network security ensures your system
can defend against unwanted intrusions and malicious
traffic. Miller Technologies offers IT security solutions
Data powers your core business which
to fit any size network. We provide next generation
means data protection is critical. Unplanned
firewalls, anti-virus and content filtering solutions
events like system failures, natural disasters,
to secure your system against attack. Do not fall
malicious activity, or user errors are likely to impair
victim to those who would seek to infiltrate
(or halt) your operations with significant downtime.
your system or interfere with your operations.
In addition, hackers have declared war on businesses
Choose the experts at Miller Technologies
everywhere with ransomware being their preferred
to protect your business.
weapon. By locking users out of their computers with
ransomware, hackers have extorted billions of dollars
• On-Premise & Cloud Next Gen
from businesses of all sizes. 67% of ransomware targets
UTM Firewalls
are small and medium-sized businesses with sub-par
IT security and backups. Miller Tech believes in a
• Next Gen Behavioral/AI
layered approach to data protection systems
Anti-virus Protection
to ensure your organization always has the
• Network & Security
critical data it needs to operate.
Management
• On-Premise & Cloud Backup
• User Training and Policies
• Business Continuity Planning
& Disaster Recovery
• Web Site Security and
• 24/7 Backup Monitoring

Management

NEXT GEN

MILLER TECHNOLOGIES

Firewalls - Wi-Fi Solutions
Phone Systems
Video Surveillance Systems

Firewalls

Firewalls work the same as security gateways in the way ports are
opened to allow specific traffic in and out. However, in a true firewall,
all the traffic going through those individual ports is checked by
an armed guard for any type of threat – viruses, exploits, intrusion
attempts, etc.
So, you may ask, what’s the point of all this. The point is that
everybody, especially businesses, need to consider moving to a true
firewall appliance instead of relying on Swiss cheese to protect their
important business and financial information.
Firewalls, should be installed, setup and monitored by an IT
professional. Miller Technologies has over 20 years of experience
selecting, installing and managing true firewall devices and
managing corporate networks. We have the expertise to help
you select the correct firewall for your network and get it setup
securely.

NEXT GEN

Wi-Fi
Solutions

Wireless Solutions for your organization enables you to seamlessly
connect your network beyond the barrier of data cabling. Miller
Technologies will design and implement a wireless system that works
throughout your entire organization. Wi-Fi systems also need on-going
management to protect against intrusion and malicious traffic. Miller Tech’s
experienced team can design, implement and provide the on-going management
for a fast secure wireless network for your organization.





Wi-Fi Heat Mapping Analysis
Network Design and Implementation
Agriculture and Hospitality Solutions
Long Range Wireless Bridges

 Wi-Fi Management and
Security Monitoring
 Networking Monitoring Services

Responsive. Experience. Integrity.
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Serving Yamhill County and the Pacific Northwest Since 1996

Voice Solutions
Miller Technologies handles all aspects of telephone systems and
telecommunication equipment, including both on-premise and cloud
systems. As a leading business class phone systems integrator, we use
the most reliable technology and experienced vendors in the industry.

NEXT GEN








Remote System Management
Mobile Solutions
On-Premise and Hosted Phone Systems
Call Accounting
Call Recording
LIFETIME WARRANTY

Video
Surveillance
Systems
Miller Technologies has been installing video surveillance systems for 20+ years.
Over that time, video security systems have evolved from independent analog
systems into IP based systems that integrate into corporate IT infrastructures.
This evolution requires the skills of an IT professional to setup and integrate
correctly with a business network system.

End-to-End Solutions





Small to Mid-Size Systems
Large-Scale Systems
Video Storage
Hosted Services

MILLER TECHNOLOGIES






Access Control
Fully Scalable Solutions
Managed Services
Design & Implementation

Customized IT Solutions
Application Development

Over the past twenty years, Miller Technologies has grown into a fully
cross-functional, software development team focused on delivering custom
applications with exceptional quality across any enterprise.

• Custom Software Development
• Co-Developed Software

We believe in the importance of collaboration
in software development.

• Mobile App Development

You may already have the vision for the next great mobile app.
Our job is to turn that idea into reality.

• Website Design & Development

We partner with our clients to deliver compelling, functional digital
experiences. We specialize in highly technical and complex process,
ecommerce, and technical development services.

3D PRINT
DEVELOPMENT
We provide design, prototyping
and 3D printing
We Create Practical Solutions

ENGINEERING
SERVICES
Helping companies of all sizes
and of multiple industries
succeed in their engineering
objectives

CUSTOMIZED

We can help you plan, design or create new software
(or modify your existing software systems)

Make Your Vision Come to Life
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Serving Yamhill County and the Pacific Northwest Since 1996

Proven Results
99.9%
Client
Up-Time

75%

Cost Savings
Reduce and control
operating costs

25

SUPPORT

Years
of
service

Fast
Response
Times

24/7
Proven
IT
Strategies
MILLER TECHNOLOGIES

Excellent
Tech
Support

MILLER TECHNOLOGIES
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Miller Technology is always there when we need
We have been using
them. Our previous IT provider took forever to
Miller Technologies for
get back to us when we had a question. Since
over a decade, and have
changing to Miller Technology we don’t have
been consistently pleased
that problem. They have always returned our
with all the services provided.
calls or answered emails quickly and have
From the most mundane to
been able to solve our issues. We are
more complicated issues, the
so glad we made the switch and would
staff has always been there to help
highly recommend them.

“

Penny Love - Northwest Spine & Sport
McMinnville, Oregon

fix whatever issue we had. Miller
Tech really cares and is always
dependable, and is a valuable
asset to our company.

Miller Technologies
has been fabulous, it
doesn’t matter what time
of the day or what the problem
is they have been prompt with
their service. Knowledgeable and
professional. We would recommend
their services!

-Greg and Sheryl Arnone
McMinnville Hearing
Center, Inc

promotes individual workflow,
and strengthens your
competitive advantage.

-LuAnn De Young, Accounting Clerk
- Grand Ronde Community Water
Association
Responsive. Experience. Integrity.

TESTIMONIALS

Miller Technologies have
always given us the best
McMinnville Area
customer service and support
Chamber of Commerce
with our computers. Our phone
- McMinnville, Oregon
calls are returned quickly when we
have a question or computer issue. The
maintenance upkeep has been excellent and
provided every six months. Miller Technologies are
aware of the newest technologies available for our
office if we need it. They always find the best solution
without selling us a product above what we need in our
The Miller Technologies
office. They take good care of our office computers
and simplify the technology so I understand what is
Difference… We build a path
happening. I would recommend them to anyone
towards better technology –
who has a need for great customer service and
One that saves you money,
experience. Thank you.

MILLER TECHNOLOGIES
1300 NE HWY 99W | McMinnville, OR 97128
503-474-4724 | 503-474-0295
info@millertech.BIZ | www.millertech.BIZ

